ABSTRACT Traffic volume information is widely used in all aspects of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), such as transportation planning, traffic states identification, traffic management, safety analysis, and so on. In recent years, acoustic sensors are gradually applied to the detection of various traffic parameters. In this paper, acoustic data sets acquired from acoustic sensors are utilized to estimate the road traffic volume. The short-term energy (STE) algorithm and the energy to zero crossing rate (EZCR) algorithm are usually applied to acoustic analysis, and they both perform well under some simple circumstances, however, some urgent problems remain unresolved under certain complex conditions. One of such issues occurs when adjacent vehicle-pass signals (VPSs) intersect partially, seriously decreasing the accuracy of endpoint detection of VPSs, hampering the algorithm ability to maintain satisfactory traffic volume estimation. Another difficulty arises while multiple lanes are considered: some special VPSs cannot be detected. To solve these problems, a novel acoustic characteristic is defined, and an acoustic-based characteristic extraction algorithm for traffic volume estimation, entitled triangular wave analysis (TWA), is proposed. Comparing the TWA algorithm with the STE and EZCR algorithms, experimental results demonstrate the viability of the proposed algorithm in the case of intersectant VPSs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Traffic volume estimation is beneficial for traffic planning and the law of traffic operation. It can also provide data support for the intelligent management and control of the traffic system and the construction of road engineering.
As of day, there are two primary approaches that are applied for traffic volume estimation: loop detector which is buried under a pavement and visual analyzing system based on installation of cameras above roads [1] - [7] . Two algorithms are discussed to check the traffic volume counts and to fill in missing or invalid data [8] . One algorithm uses the ratio of loop detector counts on parallel links, and the other algorithm uses data from probe vehicles to estimate the traffic volumes from the dynamics of the queue length at signalized intersections. Adaptive Neural Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) and Genetic Programming (GP) based on detector
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Razi Iqbal . volume and occupancy are used to increase the accuracy of loop detector counts [9] , results show that their models can improve intersection detector counts significantly. Development of a fully automated software tool for vehicle trajectory extraction is practically impossible because of the weak lanebased movement of vehicles and occlusion, for addressing these issues, a semi-automated tool and a traffic data extractor are developed to extract the details of vehicle movements with good accuracy (0.1 s) [10] . A novel framework is proposed for real-time traffic flow parameter estimation from aerial videos; the algorithm incorporates four steps that make use of the Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) tracker, k-means clustering, connected graphs, and traffic flow theory [11] .
However, loop detectors remain quite expensive and constraining because they require civil works and maintenance, while acoustic sensors are small in occupation and convenient in assembly, what's more, the maintenance cost of acoustic sensors is much lower than loop detectors. And camera is expensive due to integration requirements in the VOLUME 7, 2019 This infrastructure and to the complexity of video processing, besides, compare to camera, acoustic sensors are not affected by lighting condition. Therefore, advantages of acoustic sensors demonstrate the potential of developing traffic volume estimation algorithms using vehicle acoustic signature data. Traffic acoustic signals, which are consist of vehicle-pass signals (VPSs) and environment signals (ESs), carry significant traffic parameters information and provide data support for the Intelligent Transportation System (ITS). In regard to the exploitation of traffic acoustic signals, more studies focus on the extraction of traffic density, speed and vehicle type [12] - [15] . However, there is less research on traffic volume estimation utilizing traffic acoustic signals. Double Threshold Decision (DTD) algorithm is often used in speech endpoint detection, generally, the Short-Term Energy (STE) and the Zero Crossing Rate (ZCR) or Energy to Zero Crossing Rate (EZCR) are regarded as the characteristics of speech [16] , more specifically, they are mainly used to distinguish voice segments and noise segments. But actually, the DTD algorithm and those characteristics perform not such well in traffic volume estimation, especially when VPSs intersect. The limitations of STE and EZCR algorithms will be detailed in section II. Therefore, aiming at the problem of intersectant VPSs, a new algorithm entitled Triangular Wave Analysis (TWA) is proposed. The core idea of the proposed algorithm can be divided into three steps: 1) extract new characteristic in order to adapt to traffic volume estimation; 2) turn every VPS into a disjoint triangular waveform in the new characteristic curve; 3) Get the traffic volume and endpoints of VPSs according to the triangular waveform.
II. LIMITATIONS ANALYSIS OF CONVENTIONAL ALGORITHMS
In general, Vehicle-Pass-Signals (VPSs) will intersect as the headway of adjacent passing vehicles is smaller. In this paper, traffic acoustic signals are defined as the combination of VPSs and Environment Signals (ESs). The composition of traffic acoustic signals is illustrated in Figure 1 . It can be seen that the number of vehicles is 10.
A. REVIEW OF CONVENTIONAL FEATURES
Traffic acoustic signals should be preprocessed before their characteristics are extracted. Preprocessing involves noise reduction, framing and windowing. Noise reduction is not necessary if the environment is relatively quiet. Traffic acoustic signals which are preprocessed can be represented by a matrix X in Equation (1) . Each column of the matrix X represents a frame of the traffic acoustic signals. In Equation (1), l f represents the frame length, and n f represents the total number of frames.
In traffic acoustic signals analysis, the Short-Term Energy (STE) is the most commonly used characteristic. In Equation (2), e is the STE characteristic vector.
In addition to the STE, Zero Crossing Rate (ZCR) can be also used for the traffic acoustic signals analysis. However, ZCR is usually used with STE. ZCR and STE can be combined into a new characteristic entitled Energy to Zero Crossing Rate (EZCR). In Equation (4)- (8), z represents the ZCR characteristic vector and c represents the EZCR characteristic vector.
Median filtering and min-max normalization of the traffic acoustic signals should be also considered. Median filtering can be used to remove a small number of outliers, and more importantly, it does not break the step change between two smooth segments. In order to make the smoothness effect better, times should be increased properly. Min-max normalization can be used to convert all data into values between 0 and 1. Therefore, min-max normalization can effectively reduce the calculation error generated by the large differences of data.
The original STE characteristic curve is shown in Figure 2a , and the original EZCR characteristic vector is shown in Figure 2b . In Figure 2c , the STE characteristic is processed by median filtering and min-max normalization. In Figure 2d , the EZCR characteristic is processed by median filtering and min-max normalization. 
B. REVIEW OF DTD ALGORITHM
The number of endpoints is equal to the number of vehicles. Traditionally, endpoint detection of traffic acoustic signals is based on the Double Thresholds Decision algorithm (DTD). The pseudo code of the DTD algorithm is listed in Algorithm 1. p1 is the high threshold and p2 is the low threshold. l noveh is the smallest length of Environment Signal (ES). l veh is the smallest length of Vehicle-Pass-Signal (VPS).
Generally, l noveh can be set to 10 and l veh can be set to 32. R endpoints is used to store the endpoints of all VPSs.
C. LIMITATIONS OF STE ALGORITHM
According to the Algorithm 1, double thresholds adjustment of STE characteristic is shown in Figure 3 , where e1 is the high threshold and e2 is the low threshold. In order to detect out more vehicles, we need to adjust e1 and e2 according to VOLUME 7, 2019 (1) [n veh ] and x (2) (1) and x (2) into R endpoints in order.
Equation (9) and Equation (10),
where n represents the number of the frames of the leading environment signal (ES) in entire signals. Parameter a can be adjusted between 0 and 10, and a increased by 0.1 per time.
Comparing Figure 3 with Figure 1 , it can be concluded that the endpoint detection results are the most accurate when e1 is 
It can be observed from Figure 3 that when e2 is less than or equal to the value of valley point, the adjacent VPSs will be detected as one VPS, and when e1 is more than or equal to the value of peak point, the corresponding VPS will not be detected out. The limitations of STE algorithm can be concluded as two points:
1) The intersectant VPSs whose valley value is v j and the ordinary VPSs whose peak value is p i cannot be detected out simultaneously when v j ≥ p i .
2) The intersectant VPSs whose valley value is v m and the other intersectant VPSs whose peak value is v n may not be detected out simultaneously when v m = v n .
The fundamental reason for the first limitation above is: in order to solve the problem of limitation 1, parameters e1 and e2 must be adjusted to satisfy the conditions e2>v j , e1<p i , and v j ≥ p i at the same time, however, according to Equation (9) and Equation (10), e1 > e2, so it is impossible to solve this problem of limitation 1. The fundamental reason for the second limitation above is: if v n < e2 < v m , some adjacent VPSs will be detected as one VPS; if e2>v m and v n is much smaller than v m , the frame length l vps of some VPS will not meet the condition l vps ≥ l veh . Such as Figure 3 (d) , the first two VPSs intersect each other, v 4 , v 5 , and v 6 are all much smaller than v 1 , and e2>v1, although the first, second, seventh, eighth, and ninth VPSs are correctly detected out, the tenth VPS is not detected out, because the frame length l vps of the tenth VPS in current settings of e1 and e2 does not meet the condition l vps ≥ l veh .
D. LIMITATIONS OF EZCR ALGORITHM
According to the Algorithm 1, double thresholds adjustment of EZCR characteristic is shown in Figure 4 , where c1 is the high threshold and c2 is the low threshold. In order to detect out more vehicles, we need to adjust c1 and c2 according to Equation (11) and Equation (12),
Comparing Figure 4 with Figure 1 , it can be concluded from Figure 4 that the endpoint detection results are the most accurate when c1 is equal to 0.0933 and c2 is equal to 0.0763. However, there are still four vehicles that have not been detected out. Actually, comparing Figure 4 with Figure 3 , it can be concluded from Figure 4 that the EZCR algorithm contain the same limitations as the STE algorithm, besides, the waveforms of VPSs in Figure 4 is not as intuitive as the waveforms of VPSs in Figure 3 , and the distinctions between VPS and ES get worse in EZCR algorithm, especially the sixth VPS are not detected out and two ESs are wrongly detected as two VPSs in Figure 4 . The main reasons of the additional limitations of EZCR algorithm are that the ability of EZCR characteristic to resist noise is reduced.
III. TWA ALGORITHM
Through the analysis of the limitations of STE and EZCR algorithms, it can be concluded that STE algorithm perform better than EZCR algorithm, but STE algorithm still own its limitations. Considering that the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is able to demonstrate more useful information of signals in frequency domain, we combine FFT and STE to overcome these limitations. Therefore, extraction of new characteristic is indispensable.
The biggest limitations of conventional algorithms are that when some valley values are larger than some peak values, we cannot detect out the intersectant VPSs and ordinary VPS at the same time. But if all valley values are equal to zero and the peak values tend to be larger, then the parameters e1, e2, c1, and c2 can be simply set to zero, meanwhile the limitations will be suppressed well enough. So, according to this idea, in this section, we present a detailed description of the proposed algorithm, entitled Triangular Wave Analysis (TWA), to improve the accuracies of traffic volume and endpoint detections. The Triangular Wave Analysis (TWA) algorithm can be divided into three steps: extremum extraction, triangular wave formation and triangular wave combinations. Finally, one triangular wave represents one VPS, and the endpoint of triangular wave namely is the endpoint of VPS.
A. THE NEW CHARACTERISTIC
In Equation (13), fft represents the FFT, matrix X can be calculated by Equation (1) .
where each element y i,k is calculated by Equation (14) .
The new characteristic vector ω is defined by Equation (15) .
The STE characteristic and the ψ characteristic make up the new characteristic ω. Comparing Figure 5a with Figure 5b , we can see that the ψ characteristic curve is smoother than the STE characteristic curve, but p i (i = 1, 2, · · · , 10) and v j (j = 1, 2, · · · , 6) are all enhanced much and the abnormal peak occurs at the last ES. Comparing Figure 5b with Figure 5c , we can see from Figure 5c that the abnormal peak disappeared, the characteristic curve is smoother, and the ESs are well suppressed, on top of that, most valley values tend to be zero except v 1 and v 2 . To sum up, the new characteristic has a stronger ability to suppress the ESs, and to separate the intersectant VPSs. Therefore, the new characteristic is more suitable for traffic volume estimation. 
B. EXTREMUM EXTRACTION
The pseudo code of the extremum extraction is listed in Algorithm 2. Actually, there are many monotonically increasing or decreasing parts in ω characteristic curve, so Algorithm 2 is designed to find out the maximum or minimum values of these monotonically increasing or decreasing parts in ω characteristic curve. The i index vector is used to store the frame indexes of maximum and minimum values. Using Algorithm 2 to process the ω characteristic curve, we get the ω (1) characteristic curve.
C. TRIANGULAR WAVE FORMATION
The pseudo code of the triangular wave formation is listed in Algorithm 3. The input parameter i index in Algorithm 3 is equal to the output parameter i index in Algorithm 2. Algorithm 3 is designed to generate triangular wave whose median point is peak point. m represents the number of triangular waves, and i (1) index is used to store the starting frame index, median frame index, and ending frame index of triangular wave.
D. TRIANGULAR WAVE COMBINATIONS
After the formation of triangular wave, some triangular waves need to be combined into one triangular wave according to the Triangular wave combinations rules. Triangular wave combinations can be divided into four steps: up combination, down combination, frame length extension, and traffic statistics. First, the pseudo code of up combination is listed in Algorithm 4. Algorithm 4 is designed to combine triangular waves, whose peak values are monotonically increasing, into one triangular wave. T horizontal represents the horizontal threshold and T vertical represents the vertical threshold. i ( 
1) index
and m are both from the outputs of Algorithm 3. i (2) index is used to store the starting frame index, median frame index, and ending frame index of the newly combined triangular wave.
Second, the pseudo code of down combination is listed in Algorithm 5. Algorithm 5 is designed to combine triangular waves, whose peak values are monotonically decreasing, into one triangular wave. i (2) index and m (1) are both from the outputs of Algorithm 4. i (3) index is used to store the starting frame index, median frame index, and ending frame index of the newly combined triangular wave. T horizontal and T vertical are the same with Algorithm 4.
Third, the pseudo code of frame width extension is listed in Algorithm 6. After treatments through Algorithms 2 to 5, the peak values of some triangular waves are still small, namely some VPSs are still weak, so it is impossible to distinguish the VPS from ES according to the peak value. Algorithm 6 is designed to solve that problem. The core idea of Algorithm 6 is to extend the frame width of weak VPSs, so the weak VPSs can be identified by frame width in Algorithm 7. ω1 and ω2 is used to find out the weak VPSs, and ω1 is less than ω2.
Finally, the pseudo code of traffic statistics is listed in Algorithm 7. W vps is the minimum width of VPS. W vps is used to get rid of the vehicle horn signals and the environmental signals. n vps represents the number of vehicles. i ( 
5) index
represents the endpoints of VPSs.
E. THRESHOLDS SETTINGS
According to Algorithm 2 ∼ Algorithm 7, T horizontal , T vertical and W vps thresholds need to be set. Generally, 0 < T horizontal ≤ 30, 0 < T vertical , ω1, ω2 ≤ 0.1, 30 < W nps ≤ 40. Regulating unit of T horizontal and W nps is 1. Regulating unit of T vertical , ω1 and ω2 is 0.01. After experiments, T horizontal is set to 10, T vertical is set to 0.01, ω1 is set to 0.05, ω2 is set to 0.01 and W vps is set to 32. Experimental results are shown in Figure 6 when Triangular Wave Analysis (TWA) algorithm is applied to traffic acoustic signals in Figure 5c . Finally, n vps is figured out to be 12 according to Algorithm 7, namely, the number of vehicles is 12. Meanwhile, we can also easily conclude that n vps is 12 from Figure 6d . Although the result is not the same with the real result, all VPSs are In order to observe the VPSs easily, Equation (19) is used to enlarge the ω values of VPSs. And then ω (5) is normalized in Figure 7 .
= e ω (4) (19)
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATIONS
In our works, two types of approaches were performed: standard Double Thresholds Decision (DTD) algorithm and Triangular Wave Analysis (TWA) algorithm. We conduct our experiments on datasets of traffic acoustic signals and evaluate the performance of each algorithm based on traffic statistics and endpoint detection. Traffic acoustic signals are collected from a two-lane road at night. The data acquisition equipment is a smartphone. The smartphone is used to collect vehicle-pass video. Actually, the traffic acoustic signals are extracted from the vehicle-pass video via a format conversion tool. The sampling frequency is 48 kHz. The frame length is set to 25 ms (namely 1200 sample points) and the frame shift is set to 12.5 ms. According to the vehicle-pass video, we can get the real number of vehicles and the real endpoints. In traffic monitoring field, generally we just collect 5-minute traffic volume, and then convert it into hourly traffic volume. Therefore, we collect 5-minute vehicle-pass signals, and the real number of vehicles is 50 according to observing the videos.
The traffic acoustic signals are shown in Figure 8 .
B. EXPERIMENTS
For convenience of analysis, 5 minutes are divided into five periods: 0∼60 s, 60∼120 s, 120∼180 s, 180∼240 s, and 240∼300 s. In order to describe the experimental results easily, n correct is defined as the number of VPSs whose endpoints are detected out correctly, n incorrect is defined as the number of VPSs whose endpoints are detected out incorrectly, n missed is defined as the number of VPSs who are not detected out, and n real is defined as the real number of VPSs. n correct , n incorrect , and n missed parameters can be gained by comparing experimental results with video. Parameter n real can be gained from video. Actually, n missed is equal to n real − n correct . The n real parameter of every period is shown in Table 1 .
1) EXPERIMENT OF STANDARD DTD ALGORITHM
In this paper, the standard DTD algorithm based on STE characteristic can be called STE algorithm, and the standard DTD algorithm based on EZCR characteristic can be called EZCR algorithm. With regard to the STE characteristic, l noveh is set to 10 and l veh is set to 32. e1 is set to 0.1060 and e2 is set to 0.0908. The STE characteristic curves of traffic acoustic signals within 300 s are shown in Figure 9 .
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Algorithm 4 Up Combination input: ω, i (1) index , m, T horizontal , T vertical . output: i (2) index , ω (2) , n iteration , m (1) . 1 Initialize the parameters: Comparing Figure 9 with video, the experimental results are detailed in Table 2 .
With regard to the EZCR characteristic, l noveh is set to 10 and l veh is set to 32. c1 is set to 0.0933 and c2 is set to 0.0763. The EZCR characteristic curves of traffic acoustic signals within 300 s are shown in Figure 10 .
Comparing Figure 10 with video the experimental results are detailed in Table 3 . 
2) EXPERIMENT OF TWA ALGORITHM
T horizontal is set to 10, T vertical is set to 0.01, ω1 is set to 0.05, ω2 is set to 0.01 and W vps is set to 32. The ω (5) characteristic curves of traffic acoustic signals within 300 s are shown in Figure 11 .
Comparing Figure 11 with video, the experimental results are detailed in Table 4 .
Algorithm 5 Down Combination
input: ω, i (2) index , m (1) , T horizontal , T vertical . output: i (3) index , ω (3) , n (1) iteration , m (2) . 1 Initialize the parameters: n 
C. EVALUATIONS
In Equation (23), γ performance parameter is defined to evaluate the performance of every algorithm. 
The performance parameters of two types of algorithms are detailed in Table 5 according to Equation (20)-(23) Table 3 and Table 4 . The r performance parameter of TWA algorithm is much more than the DTD algorithm. Therefore,
Algorithm 6 Frame Width Extension
index , m (2) , w1, w2. output: i (4) index , m (3) . 1 Initialize the parameters: i ←2, i index {i − 1} [2] ] < w1 and ω[i the performance of the TWA algorithm excels that of the DTD algorithm much. Actually, we can find the reasons from the limitations of DTD algorithm. In DTD algorithm, the utmost limitations are that if some valley values are larger than some peak values, then we cannot detect out the intersectant VPSs and the ordinary VPS at the same time. However, in TWA algorithm, the proposed characteristic suppresses the ESs well, all intersectant VPSs are separated, and each of VPSs is turned into a disjoint triangular waveform in the new characteristic curve, therefore, all valley values are equal to zero and the peak values tend to be larger, namely the limitations disappear. That is why the TWA algorithm excels the DTD algorithm much. Meanwhile, it can be also concluded that the performance of STE algorithm is better than that of the EZCR algorithm. We can find the reasons through comparing the STE characteristic curve and the EZCR characteristic curve. The STE characteristic curve is smoother than the EZCR characteristic curve, and the peak values of VPSs in STE characteristic curve are larger than that in EZCR characteristic curve, namely the STE characteristic can distinguish between VPSs and ESs better than the EZCR characteristic, therefore, the possibility of wrong detection of STE algorithm is less than that of EZCR algorithm. That is why the STE algorithm performs better than the EZCR algorithm.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an acoustic-based characteristic extraction algorithm for traffic volume estimation which can solve the problem of intersectant vehicle-pass-signals (VPSs) recognition. In addition, we define a new characteristic parameter to make the characteristic curve smoother and enhance the distinction between vehicle-pass-signal (VPS) and environmental signal (ES). The experimental results show that the proposed TWA can effectively recognize the intersectant VPSs and capture the weak VPSs at the same time. Meanwhile, the performance of TWA algorithm outperforms the STE algorithm and EZCR algorithm. The major contribution of this paper is the TWA characteristic extraction algorithm, which is suitable for the traffic volume estimation in the case of intersectant VPSs. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm provides a new idea for the research of information collection technology in the field of intelligent transportation, and also provides an inspiration to traffic volume estimation in other scenarios, such as urban roads, rural roads, pavement characteristics, environmental noise characteristics and so on. In future works, we will explore the extendibility of our algorithm in those different application environments.
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